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Introduction: 

The Research Office is a central administrative unit with the mission to advance the success of the 

entire OSU research enterprise, and the success of OSU faculty and students, by facilitating the 

rigorous pursuit of discovery, scholarship, and innovation while maintaining the highest professional 

and ethical standards. The office has leadership, service, support, assistance, and oversight functions, 

and the goals of our unit have been to enhance the competitive stance of faculty, staff and students in 

major research ventures that bear on significant national issues. 

 

Major Events, Activities/Accomplishments: 

FY2010 was an active year. A summary organizational chart, showing our current organization, is 

appended to the end of this document. Similarly, activity reports are appended.  Key activities and 

events include: 

 Dr. John M. Cassady retired as Vice President for Research at the end of January 2010. 

President Ed Ray appointed Dr. Richard W. Spinrad as Dr. Cassady’s successor. Dr. Spinrad 

joined the university on July 1, 2010. 

 OSU faculty members were awarded in excess of $213 million in sponsored program awards. 

Total research revenues brought into the university exceeded $275 million, a new record for 

awards, and exceeding last year’s record breaking awards level by about $23 million. 

 Significant steps were taken to expand centrally supported research facilities. In addition to 

the Interdepartmental Mass Spectroscopy unit, an Interdepartmental Electron Microscope and 

Imaging Center was formed, and a director hired. Steps are underway to form a similar multi-

unit NMR Center. 

 Spin-out companies based on OSU technologies earned more than half of the venture capital 

invested in new companies in Oregon in the first half of 2010. One of those companies, HD+, 

is being touted as receiving the largest single venture investment ever made in the State. 

 

Student engagement and success: 

The Office of Technology Transfer (OTT) provided $30,000 to the College of Business 

Integrated Business Projects, a cornerstone of the MBA Program to evaluate select-OSU inventions. 

This initiative provides real-world learning opportunities for students, by having them evaluate 

promising near-term markets and create business / commercialization plans, which, in turn, helps 

accelerate commercialization of OSU innovations. Additionally, student lectures and discussions 

were presented within multiple colleges and extension on intellectual property issues, licensing, 

confidentiality agreements, and impact. 

The Office of Research Integrity (ORI) provides multiple student services. The staff offers an 

open weekly advising session for students preparing to draft IRB protocols.  Research Office staff 

also helped plan and execute a graduate course IST520X, Responsible Conduct of Research. The 

College of Business selected IRB for the subject of a two-term course on modeling and redesign 

(BA372).  The Administrator met with the class on multiple occasions. And finally, as part of her 
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routine duties, the IRB Administrator attends graduate and undergraduate classes, leading discussions 

on research ethics and providing practical instruction for protocol submissions. 

The Research Office continues to sponsor the Undergraduate Research, Innovation, 

Scholarship and Creativity (URISC) program. During FY 2010 the program received a total of 63 

requests for $102,196. Of these the Office was able to support 30 students in the amount of $46,058 

(annual budget = $45,000) 

 

Research and its impact: 

The OSU Venture Fund and the OTT have been able to provide leverage in the development 

of OSU technologies. As a result, OSU affiliated startups received over 50% of all venture capital 

funding in the state of Oregon from January 2010 – June 2010. In addition approximately 90 new 

family wage jobs were created within Oregon by these companies. For example, the water 

pasteurization technology developed by OSU using $191k of OSU Venture Development funding, 

was critical to HD+ obtaining the most significant round of startup investment in Oregon’s history - 

$50M. In agriculture, OSU wheat varieties were named the number 1 variety grown in Oregon and 

Washington this year, a first in the state of Oregon. OTT supports institutional efforts to expand 

industrial outreach and contract execution, working collaboratively with the Office of Sponsored 

Programs and contributed to the 55% increase in industry awards this year. 

More broadly, OSP processed 2001 proposals (down 134 or 6.3% from 2009) in 2010. The 

university was awarded $213,125,894 in sponsored programs (up $24,273,657 or 12.9% from 2009). 

The office handled 1926 incoming awards and transactions (up 11.2%), and wrote 308 outgoing 

transactions (up 15.4%). Also, in spite of some high profile challenges, OSP has been able to execute 

76% of transactions (contracts, or similar vehicles) in one month or less which is consistent with 

previous performance measures. 

Over the past year, ORI has worked diligently to hire key staff persons and to appoint high 

quality compliance committee members, which has contributed an invaluable resource to faculty to 

facilitate their research. As a result, turnaround time required to complete compliance reviews has 

decreased. Also, ORI, working with the Attending Veterinarian, and key university faculty, have 

initiated the process to seek accreditation from the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of 

Laboratory Animal Care, International (AAALAC). This multi-year process of self-evaluation will 

improve processes and communications related to animal research and teaching projects. 

Accreditation by AAALAC will confirm that OSU is in compliance with the PHS Policy on the 

Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. 

Finally, the Office’s incentive programs continue to support faculty research in a number of 

ways. Our formal programs or the General Research Fund, Faculty Release Time and the Research 

Equipment Research Fund (RERF) have provided 37 awards totaling $708,613 to faculty. Details are 

in the appendices. In addition, the Research Office provided start-up funds in the form of RERF and 

Building Use Credits (BUC), and contributed significantly to supporting proposal writing specialists 

to pursue large, multi-college and multi-institutional grants.  

 

 

Outreach and engagement: 

 Each of the units within the Research Office has been working to present a unified and 

collaborative front to OSU faculty when issues that cut across OTT, OSP and ORI are presented. This 

is initiated ever fall when the Office conducts a New Faculty Orientation for entering faculty. In 

FY2010, the Office hosted about 40 new faculty members. In addition, OSP, ORI and OTT 

participated in the first training for CAS that was webcast to the remote Experiment Stations.  Offices 

have been working with other administrative units Training Days, an Extension function, this year. 

All units provide individual and group workshops and training sessions to faculty to increase the 

compliance, understanding, and communication levels with faculty and unit leaders. 
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OSP hosted the first meeting with Business Center Managers and Post-Award Administration 

staff.  Meetings will re-commence in September. OSP, in coordination with OPAA, hosted 

informational meetings for departmental and college staff involved in research administration; these 

meetings are held every 6 weeks and OSP offered guest speakers and updates from national research 

administration meetings.   

OTT hosted the annual Innovators’ breakfast at which 10 faculty members were presented 

plaques for issued patents.  OTT also hosted an NCIIA presentation to 20 faculty on working with 

technology transfer.  OTT presented at several OSU Foundation training and college development 

meetings on the OSU Venture Fund. 

The Research Office has a substantial reach beyond OSU. The Oregon Research University 

Network, another offshoot of the OUS Research Council, involving OSP and OPAA from the three 

major research universities meet quarterly to discuss common issues and create solutions for use by 

all. OTT has similarly been engaged in multiple conferences, meetings, briefings and forums, a 

summary of which can be found in the appendices. 

 

Community and diversity: 

 The Research Office completed its Diversity Action Plan in the fall of 2009 through a 

combined effort of staff from all units (the VPR’s office, OSP, ORI and OTT) within the Office. 

 

International-level activities and accomplishments: 

NuScale is in discussions with several international delegations, including China. This is 

generating a fair amount of exposure to OSU’s Nuclear Engineering program. 

OSU hazelnut varieties have been licensed to a Chilean company, expanding the breeding 

program to support endeavors in South America.  

 

Other appropriate initiatives: 

 The Research Office has continued its efforts to provide web-based applications for the 

faculty. FY2010 saw the first full year of operation of the web-based Conflict of Interest declaration 

system.  The system proved to be very successful with a compliance rate that exceeded 95%. The 

system will undergo an upgrade in FY2011 in response to changing federal regulations promulgated 

by DHHS/PHS/NIH. The office has also actively been pursuing web-based proposal transmission 

(internal processes) and system-to-system applications for submitting proposals through Grants.gov. 

FY2010 also saw the development of complete specifications for a web-based Animal Care and Use 

system.  That application is currently under development. 

 

 

ASSESSMENT OF EFFORTS 
 

OSU affiliated startup companies are receiving significant investments and making progress 

towards commercialization and creating jobs within the state of Oregon. OTT is gaining ground on 

outreach activities, receiving numerous invitations to give presentations and be on panels specifically 

to highlight and discuss OSU’s research impact though technology transfer and economic 

development. This is generating interest from investors, entrepreneurs and companies who are 

interested in learning more about working with OSU, potentially increasing our commercialization 

efforts in the long term.  

The MBA program continues to be successful but needs additional time from OTT to present 

and be engaged with the students. The small OTT staff size is prohibitive to engage in a more 

meaningful manner with students, and causes us to be selective on providing presentations across 

campus for student courses.  
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The rise in industrial sponsored research is adding additional time commitment from the OTT 

to negotiate IP terms in contracts and to create new methods of tracking specific terms to maintain 

compliance as IP is developed within the contracts. 

A significant, continued, major barrier to additional success is the lack of personnel to effectively 

evaluate invention disclosures, reach out to faculty for training, handle the increased confidentiality 

and material transfer agreements, market and proactively search for the best commercialization 

partners. In addition, limited financing limits the IP protection available for disclosures. 

 

 

1. Brief assessment of ORI’s efforts: what worked; areas that need improvement; major 

barriers. 

What worked: During the past year ORI has put in place a solid foundation of senior-level 

expertise in all of the regulatory oversight areas. This senior-level expertise allows us to build 

additional expertise and focus with staff. This foundation has served as the necessary core step for 

assessing operations and defining critical steps to streamline, to ensure regulatory compliance, 

and to enhance responsiveness to our constituents.  Close physical proximity has resulted in easy 

access across work areas.  

 

What needs improvement: We need to continue to focus efforts on increased connectivity across 

OSU functions and offices. Because of the multiple and overlapping connections between 

administrative oversight and business functions as relates to any single research activity we need 

to continue to find ways to streamline connecting these functions.  

 

Major barriers: Building the program and expertise across staff continue to take time and 

competes with multiple other priorities of compliance, outreach, and connectivity. While 

connectivity across business and administrative functions is improving and continues to be a 

focus, operations often must rely on a paper process or a specific individual with specialized 

skills to access critical information. Physical proximity has worked well for some relationship 

building, but now creates barriers for growth or adequate space for committee operations. 

 

 

FY2010 RESULTS AND OUTCOMES 

Metrics and Outcomes are presented on an office by office basis. 

 

Sponsored Programs 
Key results and outcomes in FY10 were: 

 Involvement in development of OSU’s plan for the National Science Foundation-mandated 

training on the Responsible Conduct of Research.  Work on this policy involved 

representation from Research Integrity, Academic Affairs, and the Faculty Senate.   

 Continuation of work on a web-based proposal routing form and associated budget templates.  

This work was advanced by Barbara Bond, who began work in March 2010 as the Research 

Offices’ Faculty Liaison.  Barbara’s work has led OSP to investigate beyond web-based 

proposal routing to a commercially available web-based System-to-System proposal 

submission system that will allow bypassing the increasingly cumbersome Grants.gov 

electronic proposal submission portal; 

 Hiring of a third Grant and Contract Officer in May 2010.  All three Grants and Contract 

Officers now have OUS Contract Officer signatory authority for Federal awards. In addition, 

Clem LaCava, an employee for 22 years at OSU, retired at the end of FY2010.  Clem 

has been a major part of the research contracting function at OSU for more than 18 

years.  His replacement will be hired in FY2011. 
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 FY10 showed improved metrics with more industry and international agreements executed in 

a month (41% and 44% percent, respectively). The most notable disappointment in OSP is 

the increase of agreements that were not successfully executed.  In FY09, 8 

agreements/MOUs were not executed, but in FY10, there were 17.  Three of these 17 

unexecuted agreements were subcontracts on larger proposals that were unsuccessful. Two of 

the agreements were not executed because OSU could not agree to the IP terms being 

specified by the potential sponsors, and one of the agreements has subsequently been re-

issued and is in negotiation.   

 

Technology Transfer 

 New Invention Disclosures: 52  

 License Agreements:  

Exclusive: 4  

Nonexclusive: 16 

 Option Agreements: 5 

 Confidentiality Agreements: 92 

 Material Transfer Agreements: 63 

 Total License Revenue: $2,480,653  

Other 

 Increased visibility of OSU research impact through a variety of channels including 

technology transfer activity 

 Trained new faculty and interested faculty on the specific of technology transfer and 

collaboration with industry 

 Redesigned the OTT website to align with the newly developed OSU/industry website as well 

as the university statewide Technology Transfer Website (ICOregon) 

 Began implementing the strategic plan for commercialization & economic development; 

formed an Advisory Council to identify resource gaps and create needs assessments to fill 

those gaps; collaborated with the Division of the College of Business and Engineering on 

developing an innovation strategy that is campus-wide 

 

Research Integrity 

 

 Institutional Review Board (IRB) 

 

  IRB 
7/1/08-

6/30/09 

IRB 

7/1/09-6/30/10 
Change from 

previous year 

Received: New Protocols* 371 308 -63 

Received: Amendments/Revisions 175 220 45 

Received: Annual Reviews 308 325 17 

Received: Close-outs 193 196 3 

Total Submissions 1047 1049 2 

Average # of Actions Per Month 87.25 87.41 0.16 

Days Processed: New 25.05 21.39 -3.66 

Certificates of Education 720 1433 713 

Full/Executive Committee Meetings 14 27 13 

Presentations/Outreach 8 13 4 
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E-mail Communications 11500 20,061 8,561 

*Does not include research determinations "not Human Subject Research".  A 

dramatic increase in these determinations can account for this reduction in new 

applications. So, while there is a reduction in committee member time, there is 

minimal corresponding reduction in staff time. 

  

Conflict of Interest 
 

FY 2009 
(Mar-Jun 09) 

FY 2010 

Submitted Declarations 129 973 

Implemented Management Plans 0 3 

Active Case Reviews (at fiscal year end) 8 11 

Closed Case Reviews   28*   35* 

Full/Executive Committee Meetings 7 30 

Presentations/Outreach to OSU 8 8 

Email Communications 1,580 5,693 

*Includes older files that were resolved or updated (28 in FY09; 21 in FY10) 

 

 

 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) 

 

Category FY 2009 FY 2010 
Change from 

previous year 

Received New 162 133 <29> 

Received Amendments 217 174 <43> 

Received Annual Renewals 200 194 <6> 

Received Close-outs 172 153 <29> 

Days processed 53.59 39 <14> 

Certificates of Education 521 340 <181> 

Full/Executive Committee Meeting 45 39 <6> 

Animal Areas Inspected 
277 twice 

each year 
600 46 

Presentations/Outreach to OSU 10 25 15 

E-mail Communications 16,742 15300 <1442> 

 
Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) 

 56 investigators (some PIs have more than one active protocol). 

 The IBC is now reviewing more program proposals than individual project registrations.   

 OSU has approximately 60 BSL-2 labs on.   

 There are two BSL-3 buildings. 

 There are 3 PIs and associated personnel who work with Select Agents. 
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Incentive funds 
 
2009-10 
Incentive 
Programs 
Funding 
Summary  

            

              

Program Term Total 
Proposal

s 

Total 
Budget 
Request 

RO 
Request 

Funded 
Proposals 

Total Funded  

              

Faculty 

Release 

Time 

Fall (Winter) 3 $16,500 $16,500 3 $16,500 

  Winter 

(Spring) 

4 $23,300 $23,300 3 $17,300 

  Spring (Fall) 2 $12,000 $12,000 2 $12,000 

  Totals 9 $51,800 $51,800 8 $45,800 

              

General 

Research 

Fund 

Fall 21 $200,556 $200,556 5 $47,554 

  Spring 21 $195,977 $195,977 7 $68,849 

  Totals 42 $396,533 $396,533 12 $116,403 

              

Research 

Equipment 

Reserve 

Fund 

Fall  27 $1,177,916 $1,177,916 12 $474,281 

  Spring 20 $985,784 $985,784 5 $124,129 

  Totals 47 $2,163,700 $2,163,700 17 $598,410 

              

Undergrad 

Research 

Innovation 

Scholarship

&Creativity 

Fall 13 $20,888 $20,888 8 $12,188 

  Winter/Spring 12 $16,385 $16,385 10 $13,470 

  Summer 38 $64,923 $64,923 12 $20,400 

  Totals 63 $102,196 $102,196 30 $46,058 

              

Totals   161 $2,714,229 $2,714,229 67 $806,671 
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MAJOR GOALS FOR 2010-2011 

For the Research Office as a whole: 

 

 Develop a research agenda that clearly articulates the principles around which OSU 

research priorities are established.  This agenda will be closely aligned with the 

institutional strategic plan. 

 Expand efforts in commercialization and economic development to accelerate private 

research revenue, and increase licensing revenue 

 Establish an external advisory council to provide guidance and insight regarding the 

implementation of the research agenda. 

 Initiate a comprehensive institutional compliance risk analysis, including developing 

a controlled substances policy and appointing compliance committee representatives. 

 Establish sustained support for proposal development 

 Continue process of becoming AAALAC accredited 

 Complete five (5) year reviews for Hatfield Marine Science Center and the Native 

American Collaborative Institute. 

 Review interdepartmental facility centers; assist the proposed NMR facility center to 

assemble a formal proposal. 

 Continue working with the Faculty Senate Research Council on center and institute 

reviews, evaluations of incentive proposals, and institutional policy issues. 

 Continued training and outreach on sponsored programs with the Business Centers.   

 Test and prepare to implement a web-based proposal submission system.  Sponsored 

Programs is testing the Cayuse 424 system, which has a 95% success rate for 

proposal submissions (the < 100% success rate was the result of the April 2009 NIH 

Challenge Grant submissions overloading the portals.   

 Update the web-based COI system. Deploy the beta version of the Animal Care and 

Use application. 

 Conduct critical review of staffing needs within the Research Office, including a 

review of PDs and anticipated staffing needs. Develop a staffing plan for the office.  
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Appendices and Attachments 
 
 
Attachment 1:   Office of Technology Transfer Outreach Efforts 
 
Attachment 2: Research Office Organizational Chart 
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Attachment 1:  Office of Technology Transfer Outreach Efforts 
 
 
The OTT reaches out to the local community through memberships, sponsorships, and presentations: 

 Two booths at the Willamette Innovators Night in Corvallis – showcasing OSUVF and 

Technology Transfer – 50+ faculty, 500+ external 

 Willamette Angel Conference sponsor and on a panel - 300+ external 

 Cascades West Economic Development District – co-presented with UO on Harnessing 

Innovational Advantages - 300+ external 

 Presentation at the food business boot camp - 30 external 

 Member, Corvallis Airport Commission 

 Member, Airport Industrial Park’s 10 year planning subcommittee 

 President of the Board, Business Enterprise Center 

 AI2V Sponsor  - 6 of the 12 startup teams were affiliated with OSU 

 Presentation at ONAMI’s Microbreakthrough conference on intellectual property and 

working with OSU to identify opportunities – 5 faculty, 50 external 

 OSU Media briefing in Portland featured home dialysis plus and MTEK energy, 2 OSU 

startups  - 30 external 

 UVDF forum in Portland to highlight the Venture Fund’s progress and generate leads for 

donations – 100 external 

 Bend Venture Conference speaker: presented on the OSUVF and research impact  - 300+ 

external 

 Collaborated with UO,PSU, OHSU to put on our own conference through our brand: 

Innovate, Collaborate, Oregon – theme: The Science and Business of the Brain – 15 faculty 

and students, 250+ external 

 Attended multiple Oregon conferences, seminars and workshops to showcase OSU 

capabilities, meet investors and entrepreneurs  

 Co-presented with HP at a Licensing Executive Society meeting in Portland on the 

transparent transistor license and it’s potential impact – 50 external 

 Panel presentation at Bend’s EDCO – building early stage team – 75 external 
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Attachment 2: Research Office Organizational Chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

President 

Edward J. Ray 

 

Vice President for Research 

Richard Spinrad  
Executive Assistant to the VP 

Rose Lacey 

AVPR  

Rich Holdren 

Director - OSP 

Patricia Hawk 
Director - ORI 

Peggy Lowry (Interim) 
Director - OTT 

Brian Wall 

OVPR - Reception 
 TBD 

Web & IT Support 

Erika Fleck 

Students 

Coordinator Incentive Pgms 

Debbie Delmore 

Human Subjects Review 

Lisa Leventhal 
Donna Stevenson 

Candi Warneke  

Student 

Animal Care and Use 

Steve Durkee 

Mary Samuel 

TBD 
Student 

Diving and Small Boat 

Ops 

Shawn Harper 

Conflict of Interest 

Nicole Wolf 
Student 

Grants and Contracts 

Lin Reilly 
Vickie Watkins 

Eric Anundson 

Aedra Reynolds 
Cindy Rasberry 

Dawn Wagner 

 

Licensing 

Mary Phillips (Ass’t Dir.) 
Sarah Mabee 

Denis Sather 

TBD – on hold 

Institutional Biosafety 

Matt Philpott (0.5 FTE) 

(Also in EH&S 0.5 FTE) 

Technical Support 

Jane Gutter 
Susan Tillitt 

Technical Support 

Jana Zvibleman 
Stacey Kroese 

Students (1) 

Current organizational chart for the Research Office.  

“TBD” positions are those positions in which we have recently had staff depart and intend to refill or 

new positions for which we have received authorization to fill.  “TBD - on hold” positions are those in 

which we have lost staff, but are currently holding open pending clarity on budgets. “Open – on hold” 

positions are positions that have been identified as significant needs within the office but are not being 

pursued at this time. 

Institutional Biosafety 

Mark Leid, Chair 

Institutional Review Board 

Leslie Richards - Chair 

IACUC 

Andrew Buermeyer - 

Chair 

Attending Veterinarian 

Becky Schwiebert, DVM 

University Centers & Institutes 
Linus Pauling Institute 

Radiation Center 

Environ. Health Sciences Ctr 

CGRB / CIMRS / NNMREC 
Hatfield Marine Sciences Ctr 

Ctr. for the Humanities / NACI 

Laboratory Animal Resources 
Superfund Research Ctr. 

Instrument Cores (3) 

INR / IWW / OCCRI 

Sea Grant / Space Grant 

Conflict of Interest 

Russ Karow, Chair 

Diving Safety Board 

Scott Heppell, Chair 

Chemical Safety 

Phil Proteau, Chair 


